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I AM INTERESTED IN AN AFRICAN SAFARI - WHAT SHOULD I KNOW ? 
 

The words African Safari evoke an image of romance and 
adventure, unparalleled in the world of travel. The choice 
of destinations can seem bewildering, with many different 
types of safari on offer. These notes should clarify some 
of the areas of uncertainty. You may already have spent 
time looking at travel magazines, reviewing tour brochures 
or talking to friends about Africa. But the best thing you 
can do now - to clear your mind and have your questions 
answered - is to take five minutes to read through 
these informative notes. Having read everything, please 
contact us with any further queries that you may have. 

 
WHY VISIT AFRICA NOW ?  
 
The wildlife that roams the African plains today existed 2 million 
years ago, long before civilization. But Africa is constantly 
changing and a day may come when the continent’s magnificent 
wild animals are only to be seen in zoos. The wildlife is affected by 
population growth, and the primitive cultures and traditional tribal 
lifestyles are also changing, as people adapt to modernity and 
Western influence. With the population explosion in Africa - half of 
Kenya's populace is under sixteen years old - land is at a 
premium, and where there is competition between humans and 
animals, the animals generally lose.  
 

WHERE SHOULD I VISIT ? 
 
Unless you are a seasoned safari-goer or an adventurer with a load of 
patience and an enduring sense of humor, you may prefer the better-
known safari destinations in eastern, central and southern Africa. For 
first-timers, the popular destinations are Kenya, Tanzania and Botswana. 
Here is a general guide to the countries: 
 
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda: East 
Africa is the home of safari (meaning a 
journey, in the Swahili language) and it 

consists of Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. Numerous well-organized 
safaris are available in Kenya and Tanzania, while Uganda’s 
infrastructure for tourism is still somewhat limited. Historically, the 
ultimate safari experience in Kenya and/or Tanzania was for you to 
be hosted by a professional safari guide (today's non-hunting 
equivalent of the former White Hunter) on an exclusive old-style 
luxury tented safari in the grand style and spirit of a former era. 
Today, this style of safari is less popular because of the high cost, the limits to luxury, and because of 
the time it takes to move the elaborate tented camp from one location to the next. Such safaris are for 
small groups and they are usually custom-designed on a private basis; 4-12 people makes a good 
group size. You travel at your own pace off the tourist track in a four-wheel drive vehicle with your 
own outstanding professional guide who is also your host.  
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An entourage of staff and equipment travel in a separate vehicle. You follow the game and relish the 
privacy of exclusive luxury tented camps set up near the herds, in the most romantic locations 
imaginable. Exploring the unspoiled Africa of the story books, you enjoy the perfect combination of 
modern comforts, excellent food and wine and genuine game-viewing adventure. Such safaris are the 
preserve of those with time on their hands and deep pockets.  
 

Kenya is popular with the first-time visitor. The scenery is 
spectacular and the game-viewing is excellent. The facilities 
for tourism are sophisticated and many more types of safaris 
are on offer, compared even to neighboring Tanzania. One 
very attractive option in Kenya is the ‘Bush Homes’ style of 
safari. You stay at the best small properties of character off the 
tourist route, including seasonal old-style tented safari camps 
and spectacular family-run eco-lodges on vast private 
concessions. The pace of the safari is such that you have 
sufficient time to explore and enjoy each locale and you are 
not constantly packing and unpacking your luggage.  

 
You are well looked after at each property by your attentive 
hosts (the owners and managers at each location), your guides 
and the capable staff. The level of service and personal care 
that you will receive is far superior to that experienced in the 
well-known tour hotels and lodges on the tourist route. Instead 
of being treated like vacationers, you are made to feel like 
guests. Personalized attention is paramount and you have the 
flexibility each day to do as much - or as little - as you wish, 
according to your own interests and preferences and the 
helpful suggestions of your guides. Leisurely walks with a 
guide are available, where permitted. You do not have to stroll 
very far from the vehicle before you notice that there is a world of sounds and smells that you miss 
when driving. You are able to spot the smaller things that you bypass on the roads such as small 
mammals, animal tracks, birds, butterflies and wild flowers.  
 
Private charter aircraft and scheduled flights are used to transport you between areas, saving you 
tiring long drives on poor roads and giving you more time to absorb the atmosphere of each place 
and the ultimate romance of the safari life. If you do not walk in game country or sleep in a safari tent, 
you have really only been on vacation and not on safari. 
 

Tanzania's northern game sanctuaries are the country's biggest 
draw and they are magnificent, although not many lodges and 
camps have been built, compared to neighboring Kenya. It is 
unwise to combine Kenya and Tanzania unless you have at least 
two weeks available, preferably longer. Kenya and Tanzania are in 
vogue and this means that for most of the year, safari operators, 
hotels, lodges and permanent tented camps are very heavily 
booked, often a year in advance. For example, if you want to go on 
safari in Kenya at Christmas, you should plan and book all of the 
arrangements at least one year ahead.  
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Uganda re-opened for safaris in the early 1990's, appealing more to those who have already seen 
Kenya and Tanzania, who want something different and who do not mind the relatively poor roads, 
limited facilities and often fairly basic safari camps and lodges. 
 
Botswana, Zimbabwe and Zambia: Compared to Kenya and 
Tanzania, these land-locked countries are sometimes considered to be 
a second-timer’s safari destinations. Each has its own particular allure 
and they are all becoming increasingly fashionable, except for 
Zimbabwe; once a magnificent safari locale, it is now effectively off 
limits except for Victoria Falls. The lodges and camps in Botswana are 
attractive, comfortable and well-run. Zambia's tourist development is 
less advanced and accommodation on safari there can be more rustic 
(although there are luxury lodges and camps), appealing more to the 
active and experienced safari-goer. Incidentally, Botswana is almost 
completely flat. Botswana and Zambia do not offer many opportunities 
for interesting contacts with tribal cultures; you will not encounter such colorful tribal people in 
Botswana and Zambia as the fascinating Masai of Kenya and Tanzania.  
 
Namibia is also a worthwhile destination to consider, with desert wildlife, rugged scenery including 
the Skeleton Coast, the magnificent sand dunes, Etosha National Park and colorful local tribes such 
as the Ovambo and Herrero. 
 
Malawi: One of Africa's most beautiful countries, Malawi is dominated by vast Lake Malawi. Malawi is 
probably the least-known of the safari destinations that are mentioned here, although this factor partly 
accounts for its charm. 
 

South Africa: Since majority rule, the country continues to experience 
some growing pains. Truly a World In One Country, South Africa is not a 
safari destination as such; it is really a vacation destination that offers 
tremendous variety and happens to have a few impressive wildlife 
sanctuaries. The only large wildlife region is Kruger National Park and its 
adjacent private game reserves. Unlike the East African game 
sanctuaries, South Africa's parks and reserves are fenced and Kruger 
even has paved roads, campgrounds, gas stations and rest areas. 
However, some of the most luxurious and expensive game lodges in 
Africa are to be found in the private game reserves adjacent to Kruger. 
Additional luxury lodges can be found at Phinda Reserve and in other 

locales. 
 
Other countries: North Africa is as much Arab as African in 
character, and populous West Africa simply does not have the 
same abundant animals or quality game parks, as compared 
to the safari countries mentioned above. South of the Sahara 
Desert, there are countries with names as unfamiliar as Rio 
Muni and Burkina Faso and it is true that Darkest Africa still 
exists in some remote spots that time seems to have forgotten. 
A trip to such places is more like an expedition, rather than a 
straightforward vacation and, understandably, visitor interest in 
traveling to such places is quite limited. 
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At Safari Consultants of London, we only plan African safaris to 
countries that are politically stable and safe, and we have an 
unblemished thirty-plus year record in this regard. We will be 
pleased to discuss the various alternatives, helping select the 
right destination/s for you.  
 
WHAT WILL I SEE ? 
 
You can expect to see 
the greatest profusion of 

wildlife on earth: elephant, rare rhino, Cape buffalo, giraffe, 
hippo, crocodile, lion, elusive leopard, cheetah, hyena, zebra, 
a host of other plains game and countless other animals, by 
day and even by night with a spotlight. The famous Big Five 
are elephant, rhino, Cape buffalo, lion and leopard. You will 
experience the complete spectrum of African existence from 
birth to death, exciting adventures, prolific and colorful birdlife, 
lovely butterflies, interesting insects, fascinating trees, 
beautiful plants, majestic scenery, enchanting tribes, delightful rainbows, bewitching mirages, golden 
sunsets, entrancing campfires, starry moonlit nights... the list goes on and on.  
 
WHAT SORT OF SAFARI SHOULD I TAKE ? 
 

Your safari should fit your requirements, expectations and budget.  
 
In the lowest price range are plan-it-yourself trips, self-drive vacations 
and overland trips where you visit several countries and travel with a 
group of back-packers in an expedition truck. Such trips can be 
rewarding for the young and adventurous but, equally, they can be 
downright disastrous. We do not organize these types of trips. 
 
The mid-price range (around $5,000 to $9,000 per person, plus 
international flights, for a two-week safari) includes adventure camping 
safaris, trekking safaris, and budget-priced lodge tours. These trips tend 

to have set itineraries and scheduled departure dates. Many of these trips are large-group minibus 
tours, motor marathons with tight deadlines, one and two-night stopovers and great distances that 
must be driven each day, often attracting those with the mindset of racing across Africa and checking 
off animals on a checklist.  
 
In the upper price range ($10,000 and up per person, plus 
international flights, for a two-week safari) are a number of 
more specialized custom-planned safari options, including 
exclusive old-style luxury tented safaris with your own 
professional safari guide, safaris where you stay at the best 
small places of character (private homes, ranches and 
permanent tented camps), personally escorted adventure 
safaris (on foot, on horse-back, with pack mules/donkeys, by 
camel, by canoe etc.), escorted lodge tours and flying (wing) 
safaris. 
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A SCHEDULED-DEPARTURE BROCHURE TOUR, OR A CUSTOM-PLANNED SAFARI ?  
 
Explore the custom option first 
In general, there are two types of safari. One is where you join a group on a scheduled-departure 
tour, as featured in glossy brochures of large tour operators. The other is a custom safari designed 
especially for you and your own fellow travelers, according to your own dates, interests and criteria. 
 
If you are traveling as a couple, a family or a group of 
friends, look at the custom-planned safari option first. 
People often collect all the Africa tour brochures, only to 
find that nothing exactly suits them. If you are traveling 
alone, you may prefer to join a group on a brochure tour.  
 
We can plan and book any type of safari to suit you. 
Equally as important, we can explain the various options 
and help you decide what sort of safari is best for you; 
whether you want a custom safari, or you wish to join a 
group on a brochure tour offered by another company.  
 
Tell us what you prefer and we will work with you, helping you from start to finish... it is that simple. 
 
A CUSTOM SAFARI, DESIGNED FOR YOU 
 

There is simply no comparison between a custom safari and a typical 
brochure tour. A custom safari gives you exactly what you want, while 
brochure tours attempt to squeeze you into a category that may be 
inappropriate. This is the reason that almost all of our clients choose 
custom safari arrangements, designed by us.  
 
We match your interests and requirements to the most suitable country, 
the right kind of safari, the finest itinerary, the best travel dates, the right 
local operator for you and the correct airline schedule, presenting a 
detailed trip itinerary for your approval.  
 

Custom-planned safaris are not always more expensive than scheduled-departure brochure tours.  
 

Advantages of custom-planned African safari itineraries include: 
 

� An exciting itinerary, off the tourist track and away from the large tour groups. 
� Accommodation in exclusive tented camps and/or in small lodges of character. 
� Two, three or four night stays in each area, instead of one/two-night stopovers. 
� Time-saving charter flights between areas, rather than long bumpy drives on dusty roads. 
� The chance to enjoy leisurely escorted walks in game country, even horse-back riding. 
� Flexibility, a relaxed pace, superior arrangements, expert fine-tuning and attention to detail. 
� Personal attention, comfortable accommodation, fine cuisine and the best wildlife guidance. 
� 30+ years of expertise, with your Personal African Safari Consultant, always on hand to assist.   

 
Here are examples to show you the kind of thrilling custom African safari that we can plan: 
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Tenting in Kenya, Tanzania and Botswana 
You can enjoy exclusive old-style luxury tented safaris in each of these 
countries, hosted by the finest professional safari guides. This is the classic 
old-fashioned tented safari. Alternatively, you might want to choose a less 
expensive version; still a tented safari, but without some of the luxurious frills.  
 
You can either visit the famous areas or go instead to wild regions like Kenya's 
Northern Frontier District, Tanzania's Selous, Zambia's Lake Mweru, 
Botswana's Kalahari Desert or Namibia's Skeleton Coast. Alternatively, you 
might wish to dispense with motor vehicles, giving you the opportunity to slow 
the pace and attune to the sounds and smells of the bush, as well as the 
sights. If you want to avoid driving in cars and wish to travel light, you can try 
adventure in the spirit of the early pioneers including boating, walking or horse-back riding safaris with 
a lightweight camp carried by porters, pack-horses, donkeys or camels. 
 

Lodges, permanent tented camps, farms and homesteads 
Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Botswana and Namibia all have a good 
choice of accommodations, varying from the big hotels and large 
tourist lodges that you may have heard of, to the small intimate 
lodges, tented camps of character, hosted private farms and 
homesteads that you probably do not know: we are certain that 
you will prefer the latter! Combining tents and small lodges makes 
sense for those who want to experience both styles of 
accommodation. After they have savored the privacy and romantic 
atmosphere of the attractive smaller tented camps, most visitors 

are understandably adamant about avoiding the impersonal larger lodges and the huge tour groups. 
 
JOINING A GROUP, ON A SCHEDULED-DEPARTURE TOUR (FROM A TOUR BROCHURE) 
 
There are over 100 tour companies offering group tours to Africa and each one seems to promise you 
the finest and best-value safari of them all. Many have an impressive website, but they may have 
limited experience or capability and a shoestring operation. We can accompany you through the 
baffling assortment of trips available, explaining the differences between the various tour companies, 
tour programs and price categories. We are able to advise you on which companies are the most 
reputable and established and which tours are the best for your purposes.  
 
If you do select a tour offered by another reputable company, 
we can help you decide which tour program is best for you 
and we may be able to book the trip for you, giving you a 
more detailed account of the itinerary, explaining the optional 
extensions offered, suggesting suitable flight connections and 
answering all of your questions….. far and beyond what the 
tour company itself will provide to you.  
 
Tour companies have scheduled-departure dates and room 
allocations to fill, but our own recommendations are unbiased 
and objective, based only on what is best for you. We can advise and assist you so that you can 
choose the tour that suits you best. Having said that, 99% of our clients opt for a custom safari, 
designed and organized by our own safari experts. 
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WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO GO ? 
 
Africa is a vast continent and the answer to this question 
depends on where you want to go and what you want to do and 
see. Weather considerations will affect your decision. The 
safari countries tend to have monsoon-type climates, instead of 
the four seasons that we are familiar with here in the U.S.  
 
In East Africa (Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda), most people 
plan to visit from January through mid-March or from mid-June 
through mid-October. In central Africa (Zambia) and southern 

Africa (South Africa, Botswana and Namibia), the travel window is from April/May through  
October/November, with the best time being June/July to September/October.  
 
For South Africa, the wildlife areas are best visited from June through September, although Cape 
Town’s climate is at its best from September through November. Let us know when you prefer to 
travel and what interests you have and we will suggest the best alternatives.  
 
HOW LONG SHOULD I PLAN TO BE ON SAFARI ? 
 
A safari is a very special kind of vacation and Africa is a long 
way away. You should plan on spending a minimum of 10 nights 
actually on safari and preferably 12-18 nights or so, enabling 
you to visit a variety of contrasting regions without rushing 
around trying to meet tight deadlines. The longer you spend on 
safari, the more you will be able to see, do and experience, and 
the more you will get out of it. Of course, more time on safari 
also means additional cost and so that may be a consideration. 
 

If you are not pushed for time, consider adding an overnight 
in Europe on the way out. The biggest time difference - and 
therefore, jet lag - is when you travel from the U.S. to 
Europe, not the flights between Europe and Africa. When 
you fly home trans-Atlantic, you are catching up on time and 
so this return flight sector is generally not quite so tiring. 
 
HOW FAR IN ADVANCE SHOULD I BOOK ? 
 
Think about planning and booking your safari at least 6 
months in advance and, ideally, 9-12 months in advance. 

This gives you adequate time to prepare yourself and do some worthwhile background reading, plus it 
means we have a better chance of getting you exactly what you want, in terms of availability of 
accommodations. Many of the best safari operators, lodges and permanent camps have clients who 
come back every year or two and they get heavily booked up, many months in advance, so advance 
booking is essential.  
 
It is never too early for us to start planning your own safari, but it might be too late for us to secure 
reservations for everything that you want.  
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TELL ME ABOUT SAFARI CONSULTANTS OF LONDON  
 
Established in 1979, our background is one of decades of experience in organizing and operating 
authentic safaris throughout the African continent in the grand style and spirit of a bygone era. For 
many years, the classic exclusive old-style luxury tented safari was our specialty, a unique and 
unforgettable experience which has been enjoyed by 
discerning and adventurous travelers over the last 
hundred years. Before the introduction of package tours 
to Africa and the appearance of minibuses and modern 
lodges in the late 1960’s, this was the only type of safari 
in existence. 
 
Safari Consultants was founded in London in 1979 by 
British professional safari guide Andrew Fentiman, who 
has developed an international clientele of discerning 
travelers. Andrew incorporated Safari Consultants of 
London in the U.S. in 1987 and the company’s subsequent success prompted the cancellation of all 
media advertising in 1993. Almost all of the safaris that the company plans and organizes today 
derive from word-of-mouth recommendations and from repeat clients. We are most fortunate to enjoy 
an established business with a proven record and a loyal and enthusiastic clientele. 
 

When our clients meet fellow-travelers in Africa who have 
booked through another company, they often compare 
itineraries and documentation, as well as commenting on the 
level of expert guidance and assistance that they received 
from start to finish... this is how we get many of our referrals.  
 
WHY BOOK WITH SAFARI CONSULTANTS OF LONDON ?  
 
At the risk of sounding immodest, allow us explain why you 
should book your safari directly with Safari Consultants of 
London, whatever type of trip you choose. 

 
Personal service 
You remember it from years ago and you may wonder where 
to find it today. We invite you to re-acquaint yourself with first-
class service of the good old-fashioned kind. When you call, 
you will discover that personal service, individual attention, 
efficiency and courtesy have not gone out of style at Safari 
Consultants of London. Our service is professional and 
complete and it is not limited to weekdays or typical office 
business hours. Knowing Africa and the safari world 
intrinsically, we pride ourselves on our comprehensive, expert 
and personalized service, from beginning to end. We provide 
information on visas, health requirements, travel insurance, 
suggested reading, clothing, photography, general travel hints and background notes on the country 
you are going to visit, also replying in detail to all of your questions, however many you might have.  
After more than three decades in the safari business, we usually know the answers, but if there is 
something that we do not know, we will promptly find out the answer and unfailingly get back to you 
immediately. 
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Unparalleled expertise 
Most tour companies to Africa claim to be safari specialists, but the truth is that a handful of experts is 

thinly spread over a growing stack of companies. Collecting all 
the brochures and then picking out a tour is, in many ways, like 
buying a lottery ticket. You really do not know what you are 
getting and you can only hope that the tour company knows 
more about Africa than you do. This is where we come in, 
because we help you make the right decisions and we assure 
that the planning of your dream African safari is a pleasure in 
itself. Remember, all of our clients are repeats and referrals 
and we could not exist without maintaining the highest 
standards and always striving to do even better.   

 
In-depth knowledge 
Nothing is static in Africa. The quality of the destinations, wildlife areas and accommodations is 
constantly changing; usually improving, but sometimes deteriorating. By the time a company's new 
tour brochure is printed, the content might already be obsolete. We know – and will tell you - which 
places are still good. Also, remember that there are tour companies out there that are most interested 
in making a quick profit from one-time-only clients who are persuaded that one safari is much the 
same as the next; and yet nothing could be further from the truth. 
 
Objective advice 
Every tour company's sales staff will tell you their itineraries and 
destinations are the best. Speak with ten more and you will hear the 
same thing. But we are not tied in with any one tour company, safari 
operator, or hotel lodge chain, nor are we contractually obligated to 
one particular preferred supplier. This means that we are completely 
unbiased and objective and are therefore free to suggest and choose 
precisely what is best for you. Indeed, this is always our foremost 
consideration and our reputation depends upon it. 
 
Special access to new safari offerings 
We are always researching new safaris and seldom-visited destinations so that you can stay ahead of 
the tourist crowds and minibus convoys. It may surprise you to learn that many safari operators in 
Africa only travel to Europe to market their safaris, never reaching the U.S. to promote the exciting 

trips that they are offering. With our direct ‘Africa’ relationships, 
however, we have instant access to all the best new safaris, 
lodges, camps and hotels. 
 
Up-to-the minute information 
The rainy season started early. The wildebeest migration has 
left Tanzania. Surely you would rather know such things as 
they happen, instead of when you arrive in Africa? We make 
certain that each of our clients is well-briefed and suitably 
prepared for the exciting safari experience to come. 

 
Comprehensive back-up 
To our knowledge, no other company provides such detailed itineraries, comprehensive background 
information or such a complete, well-informed and professional back-up service as we do.  
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All of your questions are properly answered by our safari experts, so that you can set off for Africa 
with complete confidence and peace-of-mind.  
 
No fees 
We must be the only professional consultants who do not 
charge fees. Rest assured that whether we plan a custom 
safari or book you on a brochure tour with another company, 
it will not cost you an additional dollar. 
 
Save time, money and aggravation 
Do not waste your valuable time collecting brochures and 
speaking to uninformed or discourteous sales agents. You 
need only make one call to our cordial safari experts, 
because at Safari Consultants of London, we offer a one-
stop World of African Safaris. 
 
WHAT IF I HAVE MORE QUESTIONS ? 
 

Please telephone today and speak with our safari experts. In 
addition to answering all of your inquiries fully, we also offer 
sound advice so that we can make certain that you derive the 
utmost benefit and pleasure from your upcoming African safari 
experience.  
 
WHAT NOW ? 
 
Without any further input from you, it is difficult for us to advise 
you accurately. Naturally, the more information you can give us 
now, the more appropriate our safari suggestions will be. Here 

are some of the things we need to know, bearing in mind of course that this is not an exhaustive list: 
 
- Where and when was your last foreign trip, and how much did you spend per-person? 
 
- Have you been to Africa before (if so, where, when and what did you do)?      
  
- What is it that interests you (photography, birds, local cultures, walking, etc.)? 
  
- Do you have a particular country in mind (and if so, which one and why)? 
 
- Are you traveling alone? (or) How many people will be traveling with you? 
 
- Are any of these participants children (if so, how old are they)? 
 
- How many nights do you have available to be actually on safari? 
 
- When would you prefer to travel (time of year, and even specific dates)? 
- Do you know what type of safari you want (tented, lodges, adventure, etc.) and if so, why? 
 
- Do you wish to fly Economy, Business or First class (or do you have frequent-flyer mileage you plan 
  to use and - if so - on which airline)? 
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- How much do you plan to spend, per person (excluding international flights)? 
 
A TOTAL AFRICAN ADVENTURE 
 
The safari life in Africa is unique and the memory of it all will 
remain with you for the rest of your lifetime. You may think of 
your first safari as a once-in-a-lifetime trip, but it is likely to 
become a vacation that you will want to repeat. Africa swiftly 
captivates one's soul. Few people know the real potential of a 
safari, since most are content to settle for something far less 
fulfilling than it should be. Ironically, on even the most ill-
conceived trip, the animals would probably still act their part 
and you might end up only having a vague sense that 
something was missing, perhaps chalking up your various 
disappointments to the fickleness of Africa…… 
 
But there is much more to a good safari than mere luck!  
 

“We called you because we want to do it right”, is something that we 
often hear. There are many right ways to do a safari, but there are 
infinitely more wrong ones. As African safari experts, we know the 
difference and we will make sure that you have the safari experience of 
your dreams. 
 
Whether you want a custom safari or you wish to take a brochure tour 
with another company, we can plan and book all your arrangements and 
give you the most expert assistance, the finest service, the warmest 
personal attention, the best impartial advice, the most detailed 
information and the latest news from Africa... at no additional cost. 

       

WHATEVER SAFARI YOU CHOOSE... 
 

CALL SAFARI CONSULTANTS OF LONDON 
 

TODAY 
 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

  
              SAFARI CONSULTANTS OF LONDON LTD., INC. 
                       5051 PELICAN COLONY BLVD., # 603 
                          BONITA SPRINGS, FL 34134-6910 
            Tel: (800) 648-6541. Cell: (239) 405-3455 (voice/text) 
                                     Fax: (239) 390-1721 
                     E-mail: Andrew@SafariConsultant.com 
                       Website: www.SafariConsultant.com 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Adventure travel is the Adventure travel is the Adventure travel is the Adventure travel is the physical expression of an intellectual passionphysical expression of an intellectual passionphysical expression of an intellectual passionphysical expression of an intellectual passion    
 
Forced to leave the safety of the trees and descend to the less 
secure grasslands, early mankind had to develop the skills 
that would soon differentiate men from animals.  
 
By the same token today, it is only when you leave your own 
comfort zone and venture into the unknown that you stretch 

yourself; you learn, you 
grow and you feel 100% 
alive.  
 
Many of us seek out exciting and adventurous travel because 
we desire something more meaningful than a life spent clock-
watching and accumulating possessions until we die.  
 
Life’s adventures teach us about ourselves and expand our 
understanding of the world. Our senses awake and we discover 

what we are truly capable of experiencing.  

 

Come aliveCome aliveCome aliveCome alive    
    

on an African safaron an African safaron an African safaron an African safari adventurei adventurei adventurei adventure    
    

with Safari Consultants of Londonwith Safari Consultants of Londonwith Safari Consultants of Londonwith Safari Consultants of London    !!!!    
 


